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ABSTRACT 

During the months of September and 
October, 1957, an Auster aircraft of the Bureau 
of Mineral Resources carried out a low-level air
borne radiometric survey of several areaS in the 
South Alligator River region, in the Northern 
Territory. 

A total area of the order of 210 square 
miles was surveyed, and 53 anomalies of gamma-ray 
intensity were located. Traverses were also 
flown across the Upper Proterozoic plateau of 
Arnhem Land. Some anomalies. were followed up by 
Bureau geologists. The pOSitions of anomalies 
are plotted on the map which accompanies this 
report. 
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1. INTRODUCT ION 

During the months of September and October, 1957, the 
Geophysical Section of the Bureau of Mineral Resources carried 
out a low-level airborne radiometric survey of several areas in 
the region of the South Alligator River in the Northern Territ.ory. 
The areaS covered are irregular in shape and distribution, and 
total about 210 square miles. Traverses were also flown across 
sections of the Arnhem Land plateau (Plate 1). 

Several uranium prospects exist in the South Alligator 
River valley. From north to south the more important are Rockhole, 
El Sharana, Palette, Saddle Ridge, and Coronation Hill. Of these, 
the first three are producing in quantity; others of minor im
portance are Koolpin Creek, Cliff Face, the various Scinto leases, 
and B.M.R. No.1. Uranium occurs in shears in rocks of the South 
Alligator Group (Lower Proterozoic) and the Katherine River Group 
(Upper Proterozoic). . 

The succession may be summarised briefly as follows, 
following information from Walpole (1957) : 

(Kombolgie Formation 
( 

Katherine River (Edith River Volcanics including 
Group ( 

(upper Proterozoic) ( 
( 

Unconformity 

South Alligator (Fisher Creek Siltstone 
Group (Koolpin Formation including 

(Lower Proterozoic) ( 
( 
( 

Disconformity 

Goodparla Group (Masson Formation including 
(Lower Proterozoic)( 

(? Archaean) 
Unconformity 

(Stag Creek Volcanics 

, , . ' 

Pul Pul Rhyolite 
Scinto Breccia 
Coronation Hill 
Member. 

Banded Iron 
Formation 
Reef dolomite 
Reef breccia 

Coirwong 
. Greywacke 

r 
Ii - The striking feature of uranium mineralisation in the 

South Alligator River field is its localisation in shears near 
the unconformity between the Upper and Lower Proterozoic. The 
majority of occurrences are in the reef limestones and Banded Iron 
Formation of the Koolpin Formation and carbonaceous siltstones 
immediately below the unconformity ', but mineralisation also occurs 
in the "valley fill" deposits at the base of the. Katherine River 
Group. In some cases mineralisation transgresses the unconformity. 
The unconformity is therefore of prime interest in the search for 
further uranium mineralisation in the area. 

The primary object of the airborne survey was a detailed 
coverage of the South Alligator River uranium field, which may be 
taken as the strip of country lying along the South Alligator River 
Valley between the eastern bounding escarpment (Kombolgie Formation) 
and the South Alligator Fault, which runs roughly down the centre 
of the valley. Coverage was designed to extend from the Coirwong 
Greywacke to the Edith .River Volcanics. The southern limit of 
coverage was fixed at a point just south of Big Sunday Hill, where 
an unexplained anomaly was already known to occur. To the north, 

. I 
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the sur~ey waS continued eastwatdS out of the South Alligator 
River'v~lley, following the unconformity along the base Qf the 
Upper Proterozoic escarpment south of the Mt. Partridge range and 
the basin of Jiln Jim Creek2 'I'he area covered in the South Alli
gator River amounts to about 80 square mileso 

Som.e airborne radiometric survey ha.d already been 
carried out' in this area by United Uranium N .L. in 1951+ and 1956. 
The results of this work were made available to the Bureau's air
borne survey party, and a good degree of correlation between the 
company's results and the Bureau's results was evident. Much of 
the area surveyed in 1957 is held under Authorities to Prospect by 
United Uranium N.L. and South Alligator Uranium N.L., and liaison 
was maintained with these companies, and with United Uranium NoL. 
on behalf of North Australian Uranium Corporation N.L. 

Secondary objects of the airborne survey were four in 
number. A positive test for uranium had been obtained by Debnam 
(1954) from the water of Jim Jim Creek near the Goodparla-Oenpelli 
track, and it was decided to follow this up by an exploration of 
the drainage basin of Jim Jim Creek and the headwaters of Nourlangie 
Creek as far south as the Upper Proterozoic escarpment. Radioactive 
arkose and conglomerate were known in the vicinity of Spring Peak, 
in the Mt. Partridge Formation, and it was felt that an investiga
tion of this formation would be worth while, although the known 
radioactivity was due to thorium 0 On a creek draining into the 
Katherine River east of Sleisbeck there was an occurrence of radio
active mud (uraniferous), and it was desired to track down the 
source of this mineralisation • . Finally, three traverses were laid 
out across the Upper Proterozoic plateau of Arnhem Land to obtain 
a genernl picture of the radioactivity there. 

The survey was directed by D.F. Livingston\ ~eophysicist), 
assisted by F.P. Fraser (Geophysical ASSistant), A. Crowder 
(Draftsman21 and N.A. Ashmore (Driver). The Bureau's Auster air
craft, VH-~S, was piloted by FlO A.H. Worley (Trans-Australia 
Airlines). Geological follow-up of some anomalies waS carried out 
by C.E. Prichard, P.R. Dunn, and R. Bryan, of the Geological Section 
of the Bureau. . 

The survey was materially assisted by the co-operation 
and hospitality of Mr. W.J. Fisher, Mr. J. Martin, ~~. D. Wing, and 
the staff of United Uranium N.L., EI Sharana. The writer is 
greatly indebted to B.P. Walpole of the Geological Section for 
a most instructive introduction to the geology of the South Alli
gator River region, and much stimulating discussion in the field. 

2. EQUIPMENT 

The sCintillograph used consisted of a detector head and 
ratemeter, Austronic Engineering Laboratories type A.S. 1, coupled 
to a Texas Instrument Company dual-recording milliammeter, on one 
channel of which the ratemeter output was recorded. Operation of 
the scintillograph was controlled and monitored in flight by a 
remote control unit. . 

The detecting element in the scintillograph consists of 
a thallium-activated sodium iodide crystal, cylindrical in shape, 
4~ inches in diameter and 2 incpes thick, mounted with its axis 
vertical. This is optically coupled to a photomultiplier tube, 
Dumont type 6364. Gamma radiation impinging on the crystal pro
duces scintillations which are converted to electrical impulses 
in the photomultiplier. These electrical impulses are integrated 
in the ratemeter, whose output current, registered on a counting
rate meter, is proportional to the gamma radiation detected over 



the preceding short interval of time. One channel of the recording 
milliammeter is in series with the country rate meter, and provides 
a continuous record of gamma radiation detected, on which record 
the interpretation of results is based. . 

Since the efficiency of airborne radiometric survey 
depends to a great extent on the maintaining of a near-oonstant 
height above ground level, a radioaltimeter type AN-APN1 was 
fitted. Divergence from a pre-selected altitude above ground 
level was indicated to the pilot by a system of limit lights on 
the aircraft dashboard, and a record of altitude above ground 
level was made on the second channel of the recording milliammeter. 

3. OPERATIONS 

The survey was flown at a height of 200 ft. above ground 
level. At this height the lane scanned is of the order of 500 ft. 
in width. In extremely rugged terrain, however, this lane width 
may be expected to be less in places, and flying in certain areas 
covered by this survey had to be designed accordingly. 

A further complication was introduced by the fact that, 
while it is preferable to direct flight lines at right angles to 
the strike of the geological formations! it was not possible to 
do this in the South Alligator River va ley; the strike of the 
formations runs along the valley, which is bounded by formidable 
escarpments and is 6f the order of only two miles in width in the 
area of particular interest between Coronation Hill and Rockhole 
Creek; in addition, a range of high, steep hills runs along be
neath the eastern escarpment. It was necessary, therefore, to 
fly along the valley parallel to the strike with cross-lines down 
the steep gorges which dissect the hills; a minimum flight-line 
spacing of 10 per mile was adopted, giving a coverage of at least 
80%1 allowing for screening of the detector by minor ridges and 
she ves. 

The Mt. Partridge area east of Barramundie Creek, was 
flown at a flight-line spacing of 4 to 5 per mile, giving a recon
naissance coverage of 40 to 50%. The basin of Jim Jim Creek was 
at first covered by traverses along Jim Jim Creek and its tribu
taries and along the enclOSing Upper Proterozoic escarpment; the 
Mt. Basedow range was then flown at a flight-line spacing of 8 to 
10 per mile, giving a coverage of at least 80%. The investigation 
of the anomaly on the Katherine River, upstream from Sleisbeck, was 
a tracking-down operation, for which no precise flight-line spacing 
can be given. Traverses across the Arnhem Land plateau were 
spaced approximately one half-mile apart. 

, I 

Whenever possible, the aircraft' speed was maintained in 
the region of 80 to 90 m.p.h. However, speed showed considerable 
variations when flying over the hills along the South Alligator 
River valley. Without a synchronised chart drive on the recorde~. 
the only method of making allowance for these variations of speed' 
was to take a considerable number of check points; thiS, combined 
with re-Iocation of anomalies by flights in the reverse direction 
and/or at right angles to the original line of flight served to 
minimise the errors introduced. 

Flight lines and check points were plotted by the ~bser
ver on aerial photographs during flight. As far as possible these 
lines were kept straight. Anomalies which were deemed Significant 
were re-Iocated whenever possible. The accuracy of positioning is 
considered to be of the order of ! 300 ft. 

" .. 
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The respcnse of the scintillograph to a standard flux 
of gamma radiation was checked before and after each survey flight 
by placing a standard radioactive source in a fixed position rela
tive to the detecting element. This enabled the instrumental per
formance to be checked accurately over the period of a survey 
flight. This check was carried out at an altitude of 2,000 f-co 
above ground level, at which height the background due to cosmic 
rays and contamination effects waS also determined, ground radia
tion being effectively reduced to zero. It was fOlu~d that when 
the standard source was carried in the aircraft ·as remoto as P0SS
ible from the detecting element the increased flux detected waS 
negligible 0 A confidence check on the radioaltimeter waS carried 
out at take-off and landing, the aircraft being flown at 200 ft. 
along the airstrip, and the radioaltimeter checked against the 
barometric altimeter. 

Operations were c~nducted frClm Fisher airstrip. Severe 
thermal turbulence and strong winds which developed at about 10 a.m. 
each day limited survey flying to the early morning. It waS occa
sionally possible to carry out test flights in the calm period of 
half an hour or so before sunset. The coverage totalled something 
of .the order of 210 square miles, plus traverses. 

The terrain, with the exception of the basin of Jim Jim 
Creek, was severe. The hills and escarpments in the South Alli
gator River valley called for aircraft handling of the highest 
order, and the Mt. Partridge area fell little behind in difficulty. 
Nevertheless, even with increasingly unfavourable weather conditions, 
it was usually possible to keep up to the tight schedule of opera
tions which the· limited time available necessitated. 

The day-to-day direction of the survey was based on 
survey results to date, available geological evidence, and weather 
conditions. The party withdrew from the area just before the first 
heavy storms of the summer, late in October. 

4. INTERPRETATION PROCEDURE 

The results have been interpreted in terms of anomalies 
of gamma-ray intensity. This interpretation was carried out by 
initial inspection of the records of gamma-ray interisity and al
titude above ground level

i 
in conjunction with examination of aerial 

photographs and geologica maps (Livingstone, 1957). 

The radioaltimeter record was utilised with discretion. 
For one thing, the varying types of country rock and extent of 
overburden rendered accurate Signal/height relationships difficult 
to determine and apply; indeed, it was not considered worth while 
to attempt thiS, even though some traverses ran along one formation 
fairly continuously. For another, the cone of acceptance of the 
sCintillogl'aph detector head does not coincide with the more restric
ted acceptance figure of the radioaltim.-).ter receiving anterma. In 
terrain as rugged as much of the South Alligator River country, 
therefore, it cannot be assumed that the scintillograph is record
ing gamma radiation from the point, approximately beneath the line 
of flight, from which the radioaltim,)ter transmission is reflected. 

Considerable caution had therefore to be exercised in 
applying any form ·of correction based on the radioaltimeter record~ 
In the South Alligator River uranium field, the majority of known 
deposits occur on saddles or spurs high up in the hills l and it is 
extremely difficult to correlate scintillograph and radloaltimeter 
records when the aircraft is flying along the side of these hills. 
In addition heavy rubble cover on the lower slopes has a masking 
effect, so fhat even a small anomaly might prove ,'ery importanto 



Taking these factors :into consideration, however>-it 
was possible to establ ish h~. many cases that fluctuations of the 
record of garnrn5.-ray intensity v18re due soJ.eJy to decrease in alti
tude above ground. level;- j:'esulting from topographical elevntion 
or erratic flying; tnspection of aerial photographs provided 
confirmatory evi.dence e Tho:3e anomalies wh.ich could not be ex~· 
plained as re sul ting from the effects of ~opcgraphy, er-ratic .flying, 
or exposure of countr'Y Tc.c:k in an environment of 10\{ g8r.ier8.1 J'.'ad::i_o
activity, were selected for final pl()tting~ It was Gxpected tha't 
some of these anomal:Les wO':..;.ld prove of no interest, and Llis ex.pe~
tation was strengthened in sorr;,e cases by photogeol(Jgi8al inter'pre'" 
tation but suffic i C':rt evidence did not exi.st to j~lstify discarding 
any without inspect .;.on of the locality on the ground" Some of 
course, coincide with existing uranium prospe~ts. 

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

During the course of the survey 53 anomalies of gamm~-ray 
intensity were located.. , It is convenient to discuss these in groups, 
according to the areas in which they fall., The anomalies located 
in the South Alligator River valley and in the Mt. Basedow range are 
discussed in more detail beJ_ow. A total of 45 anomalies were loca
ted in these two areas 7 36 L~ the South Alligator River valley and 
9 in the Mt. Basedow Range. The latter were examined on the ground 
by Bureau geologists. 

In the Mt. Partridge area, which is taken to include the 
long chain of hills making up Mt. Partridge, and the isolated mass 
of Spring Peak to the north, 4 anomalies were located, all in the _ 
viCinity of Spring Peak (Nos. 1-4)0 One of these (No.1) falls on 
a position where thorium-bearing arkose had previously been observed. 
Though these have not been examined on the ground, it seems most 
probably that they all represent thorium-bearing arkose or conglom
erate. 

It was hoped that the Mt. Partridge formation in this 
area might afford interesting results, since it presents to an extent 
lithological conditions similar to those at Blind River (Walpole, 
1957). However, results of the airborne survey amounted to these 
4 anomalies near Spring Peak, and nothing more. 

East of the South Alligator River, one anomaly (No oI4) 
occurs on a creek draining into Barramundie Greek. Its position 
near to the unconformity was suggestive, but on inspection from the 
air it appe~red to lie in a mud, in a similar environment to the 
anomalies near the Katherine River. 

A strong radiometric anomaly had been observed~ during 
airborne survey by North Australian Uranium Corporation' N .L., on a 
stream draining lnto the Katherine River upstream from Sleisbecks 
This anoma,ly (No. 52) was re-Iocated, and it was found that, "lhj,le 
radioactivity was highest in one spot, anomalous radioactivity 
could be trr.ced upstream to where the stream ,",ebouched from a deep 
gorge trenched in the Upper Proterozoic plateau. By a process of 
flying alon€.; and across the gorge, it was found that strong r.::'.~" "'-. 
activity occurred some way up the gorge (No. 5'1) 0 The airborne 
survey COUld, detect no anomalous radioactivity higher up the gorge 
or on the plateau and in the branching gorges on either sideo It 
was already known that the anomaly recorded earlier lay in a radio
active mud 'Yihi.ch was uraniferous, and follow-up work by P.R,. Du.nn 
showed that the anomaly upstreaI;l also lay in a radioactive mudo 
Geological opinion (Walpole, 1957) was that it would not be worth 
while to pursue the search further, and the airborne survey was not 
able to provide any evidence for further worko 
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Three traverses, each consisting of three flight lines 
spaced approximately half a mile apart, were flown across the 
plateau of Arnhem Land (Plate 1)0 One small sharp anomaly was 
located just beneath the escarpment near a tributary of the 
Katherine River (No. 53). No follow-Up of this anomaly waspos
sible. The remainder of the traverses provided no results of any 
interest, the radiometric pattern being lli1iformly featureless. 

6. LOCALITIES OF PARTICULAR INTEREST 

By far the majority of the anomalies located lay in the 
South Alligator River valley, and the only area of particular in
terest outside this proved to be the Mt. Basedow range. It was 
always to be expected, of course that radiometric results in the 
South Alligator River valley would be more interesting than any-

. where else. The Mt. Basedow range was covered in a process of 
elimination~ in an endeavour' to trace the source of uranium which 
had been identified by Debnam (1954) in the water of Jim Jim Creek. 
Jim Jim Creek and all its tributaries, and Nourlangie Creek, were 
flown systematically as far south as the Upper Proterozoic escarp
ment without result; it waS then decided~in discussion with B.P. 
Walpole, to fly the Mt. Basedow range as a last reoort; this re
sulted in 9 anomalies being located. 

SOUTH ALLIGATOR RIVER VALLEY 

In all, 36 anomalies were located in the South Alligator 
River valley. Of these, 10 fallon existing uranium prospects 
(Nos. 15,19,26,27~28,29,32,37,38 and 43), one on the El Sharana 
stockpile (No. 21), one on the site of a former stockpile near 
Palette (No. 31), and one on the camp at EI Sharana (No. 20). The 
elongation of the anomalous areaa at EI Sharana (No. 19) and the 
stockpile is due to spill of ore in the vicinity. The anomaly on 
the camp at EI Sharana represents specimens ,stored there, including 
a boulder of massive pitchblende. 

None of the remaining 23 anomalies had been examined on 
the ground by the time the airborne survey party withdrew from the 
area. However, a few general comments can be made about these, 
some of \vhicp were already known to companies operating in the area. 

A little over 2 miles south-east of Rockhole is the Air
strip anomaly (No. 16); this is reported to be uranium mineralisa
tion of low grade in a siltstone below the unconformity. Just under 
2 miles east-north-east of El Sharana two anomalies (Nos. 17 and 18) 
occur in a position close to the unconformity; it 1s possible that 
these may fallon a shear in which uranium mineralisation occurs in 
a saddle a little to the eastwards. One anomaly (No. 25) opposite 
the Koolpin Creek prospect is reported to represent a small occur
rence of high-grade uranium mineralisation. Immediately west of 
Saddle Ridge is a strong anomaly (No. 36), which may lie on a shear 
in which uranium mineralisation OCCt~S at the Saddle Ridge prospect. 
About 700 yards north-west of this anomaly, another (No. 35) falls 
in an area on the lower slopes of the hill where anomalous radio
activity has been reported by ground parties. An anomaly on the 
river itself (No. 41) is due to monazite washed down from the Middle 
Creek Granite. Little can be said at the moment about the remainder 
of the anomalies in the valley. Inspection of aerial photographs 
and geological maps suggests that most of them lie near the uncon
formity. However, it is not possible to say whether they occur 
above or below the unconformity. Some, indeed, could be on the 
Pul Pul Ryholite; this is reported as being moderately radioactive, 
but the airborne survey results do not conf~.::,m this to any marked 
extent 7 radioactivity in this formation could, of course, be patchy. 
It must be pointed out also that uranium mineralisation has been 



reported froIIi one locality in the Pul'Pul Ryholi-te near El Sharana~ 
Two anomalies (Nc~. 39 and 50; are so situated that no suggestions 
can be made about them. 

MT. BASEDOW RANGE 

The Mto Based'Jw range is a steep ridge lying within the 
angle formed by Jim Jim Creek and the Goodparla-Oenpelli tracko A 
total of 9 anomalies (Nos'J 5-13) were located in the range, one of 
these, lying on Lavender H:::'ll (No.11), being extensive. These 
localities were examined by R. Bryan and later by C.E. Prichard 
and C .D. Cooper (Prichard, 1957). , " 

It was found that the an0malies occurred in quartz-schists 
and quartz-mica schists in an area of modere.t91y severe contortion. 
With the ex:-:!eption of the Lavender Hill anomaly, all were small and 
sharply-defined" the areaS of anomalous radioactivity varying from 
20 x 10 ft. to 100 x 60 yds. (It is interesting to note in passing 
the very small area of the smallest anomaly located). The Lavender 
Hill anomaly was mapped as nearly a mile long, with a maximum width 
of half a mile, which compares favourably with the extent delinea
ted by the airborne survey, namely 4/5ths of a mile by half a mile. 

No visible mineralisation was reported, and there appeared 
to be no evidence of structural control. Radiometric ass~s of' 
specimens from several anomalies ranged from 0.01 to O.037oeU308; 
the equilibrium factors lay mainly in the range 0.76 to 1 .6, but 
one waS as low as 0.61: this low equilibrium factor suggests the 
presence of thorium, which, however, would not be suggested by the 
other v'alues. The rocks of the Mt. Basedow range are mapped as 
Mt. Partridge Formation (Lower Proterozoic) which, as has been 
mentioned above contains thorium-bearing arkose near Spring Peak; 
it is possible that the Mt. Basedow beds are a metamorphosed facies 
of this arkose. However t taking into account also the presence of 
uranium in the water o~ Jim Jim Creek nearby and the range o~ equi
librium factors, it is a reasonable postulation that both uranium 
and thorium may be present. Further work is required to arrive at 
a true conclusion. 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The results of the airborne survey are in part a reflec
tion of the amount of exploratory work already carried out in the 
South Alligator River valley. All the anomalies in the valley 
(other than Nos. 39 and 50) occur in geological enviro~ents in 
which anomalous radioactivity has already been observed, though 
some of the actual localities are new. Some anomalies may fallon 
the Pul Pul R..~701ite, but it cannot be said whether they are due 
to ore deposits or to general high radioactivity in the r~~-olite 
as a whole. Of the new anomalies five (Nos. 17,18,30,34 and 36) 
excite the most interest, but presumably all the anomalies lying 
within Authorities to Prospect will be followed up by the companies 
concerned. It is recommended that those lying outSide these Author
ities (Nos.47-50) be examined by Bureau geologists. 

OutSide the South Alligator River valle?, the most inter
esting area is the Mt. Basedow range. A programme of pitting and 
trenching is recommended, and it is understood that this may be 
carried out by the Bureau during the 1958 dry seaSon. The writer 
is not in a pOSition to advise whether further work on the radio
active muds (Nos. 51 and 52" and possibly No. 14) should be under
taken. ' The small anomaly under the Upper Proterozoic plateau of 
Arnhem Land (No.53) seems worth examination on the ground. It is 
considered that the Mt. Basedow range should have highest prior~~v 
in further investigations. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Tile 6.'rborne scin!l'llogr,'ph records CatHMI/OI/5 1.! the utensIl) of 

;!a mm3. r,idla/lOll (t'ow the gro:lI1d over which the .1 ircr.1fl fires TillS 

radlilt 011 is due to t he pre~ellce i)! /lIe nalufaliy occurring raUIOdCI:rl' 

dWICI'/s. ftl{l/um an1 thorium .1f'd their decal ~ roduct3 nnd '0 a leSSl'r 

e ~ lent po/aSS/UlI:. 

{'If' Ul11lilllll!rtloh WR" carrli'd III ar: A r/:"/I'I' ,lIrr ra{1 Idut/r ,',8" filh~ II 

ill ,11/ .IVel·,ICIl oJlli/ude of '100 (eEl iCOVt' (he {!rol<l1(l . .'lIe sCl n titl~~'rap!l 
effecli~'e 'Y sccr "'l/~d " str,p ot ~~o~nd ilop."c '"'JIIaluj ;UU {eet wide. 

f l!" f, amm.l-!'R} IIIIC/'~lIl over ,/rJ arc,! mil) ~'I~ ~ c~ns'der"hle 

~'adal,~"s. dependj 'lb' oil/he yeo:u<:,y anJ IL/JV ~'·d,.hj or the ilr~a. A" (lJlla{'t's 
of ~a"JI 'Ja-r,lJ IIJ l eny(v /!olve oeen plotteli 011 the ,,1/1/; where rt.e ·'llc/iS.'I> 

sho" f'tf /1 sjj!.ntflr~Il' (flirt ,'(,{'RI.rw!iJ illf'r£,lse. 

TI,t' !/lap .sh(; ll~ {lit! /dtflt'l'd' I-IJSllioli .1/!.1 e,fOtJPlIIg vf Ille .lll~m

t1!II'~ fo assist ,-'I 1/I.1~'1It; ;lIre~II;':I!I'O"S on : h~ grO!J~d. Il [II" 

,1" t)I'I,/.ItS ha,e 1;;'[11 rcpl'odu~{'.1 .in,.·,! or in ,1"1., {:.roups all alri.l: 

pi1o tOt.'·a.pls i lit /J(J~'lll.!lii";.l of Ihese d"ClI!l.li~J 5 COI/5,cI~ .. t'I ' I i) /;( 

,1CCUr,l/(' to WIt/lin 3{}Q feCI 

'he h'l!.flr,' 1/'I[m.~Il'a ,<"ror,.'(',{ b) the sCllltli'o::,,"npll "fl' iI~C ",'C. 

1!4),',.;'y u'ue h' tlie pl'fd'IICi uf IJrH'!J/1i1i dtpo~ilS SO II(! 0/ 1"1' 
II;,If}It:1 1f;(('II\J/I~S m,l} be due co o,ilcrO')J of '~lliJ(/i) , ~ ). I',jllel, ,,,otilli 

,1 SItE/Iii) higl'pr ( {)ll ti'lI /r.l lir,n .1{ ( I,p r.MI(lUUI,~ P':PI'I("II.', U"l0I,tI' 

l/WI"IUII. i"!11 p,Jl,u)'/U/I', (ha l,' a/her rods 1'10 clalill I~ m,1dp :h,j," 

,1.". or f'~f'11 .111). uf We ill.':.h~,- 'I)I~/Js:lle., cOI'I"Psnll'.f 10 (/, .1t1fl/ll; ")' 

o;;irs ')i Prtlllnmir v'!lIlf;r,u' tf' bt:l It /S /"('))11',- 111.11 ,,)IItt' d(. 

II 5110u d be /1011',' /1'.1/ il I.~ I ff/UIl") (j'/') /m' l'i,d'OJc(II,1,1 ., 

lilt' SUr/aN> of t h(' gloul11lr.1t has /)(,NJ I't'rJI<1t',1 0: r,1/I5,' II', 1,I,i d/l' 

from al/y burl~d ot'pos/{ I~ ~:.'bs l""(Ii"; /"t J!. ced b., ,/ ft: " IlItll/'~ I 
$011 (I I rod CO'l'er. 
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